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ABSTRACT

On the basis of a one-dimensional, small-signal, single-velocity
besm theory, the "forbidden" and "permitted" reglons of wave ampliih-
cation are determined in terms of the system parameter sp_,ce (B,2,g)
by examining the real roots of the determinantal equation for a beam -

wave system in which the wave is propagated along a lossless circuit.

%/The system parameters are defined as B = v_u o, a _ B( m) and g

B(ZclJ2Vo) , with v° and u° being the phase veloclty of the unperturbed

circuit wave and the initial average electron-beam velocity, respectively.

_p and _ are the electron-beam plasma frequency and the angular frequency
of the electromagnetic wave respectively. Z is the coupling imped_nc_'0c

I is the d-c beam current and V is the d-c beam voltagc.
O O

The necessary conditions for wave amplification are obtained for
forward- and backward-wave interaction without imposing any restriction
upon the system parameters. It is shown that wave amplification is

possible under rather general circumstances, e.g., even if the value of

(_/0_) is greater than unity, provided that the value of B lies in the

proper range for a given value of g. Furthermore, at synchronism (ioe.,
B = 1), for g < 1 it is observed that there are two ranges of values off

%/_o o_) over which wave amplification is possible. For example, for

g - O_l these ranges are given by 0 < 2 < 0.5 and 1.82 < 2 < 2.25. In
O O

the first range it is the forward-propagating wave that is amplified,
whereas in the second range it is the backward-propagating wave which is
amplified. These results may be applied directly to the examination of

whistler-mode propagation in ionospheric plasmas° F" a._ _

-iii-
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THE NECE@SAP.Y CONP"TIONS POE .,_MP_T ,,LF_OAT'[ON OF AN

ELECTROMAGNETIC WAV__ INTFRACTING WTTH A [RIFTTNC, ELECTRON STREAM

l o INTRODUCTTON

The amplification process arising in a coupled e]ectrcm,_z,_ct,le-w:_w,
P

electron-beam system charac±erlstie of a laborator.y TWT has been dove] opc,d

fully by Pierce i, assuming a sma]]-_nplltude wave and a sing[e-ve]ocity

electron beam. Since the ionospheric plasma in the presence of the

earth's magnetic field c8"a act as an effectlve slow-wave strueturo _'or

a traveling wave and with the ass12nption that a corpusco] _r stre_ dls.-

charged from the sun provides the reqaired beam, Pierce's theory on the

traveling-wave-amplification process can be applied to the study of V[F

emissions in the ionosphere2'S_ For example, the TWT amplification

process has been suggested as a possible mechanism for the generation of

a certain type of VLF emission in the exosphere b_ Gallet and Hel].iwell_

and has been investigated theoretically by Dowden s in great detail.

It is well known that for a laborator_ TWT the smal[l-signal

theory predicts that the interaction between the propasating electro-

magnetic wave and the electron beam is strongest when l]o, the velocitE

of the linear electron beam, is so adjusted that it is in near synchron1._m

with the phase velocity of the electromagnetic wave Vo_ For strongly

coupled systems, uo must be greater than v° for maxim_n omplifieation.

It has been suggested in the literature a that the equality v = u iso o

the condition for VLF e_ssion signal _mpllfication. However, it should

be pointed out that the equality v0 _ Uo, as the condition of c_npli['ic:J.-

tion; is valid Only under a special assumption that the electron-ben.m
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play-,m:,,Vrcqucncy u_ _::mucd, zmaltcr than the angular frequency of the
P

cJ_.,.tromag_.ctic wave, ioe., _ << _, which is usually t_e in the case
P

uf t_ ]_bor:,.toryTWT brat is not generally satisfied zn the case of iono-

;:pherie phenomena, such as in a whist]er-mode propagation %. Furthermore

the Ct_et that a forward-w_ve amplifier, known as the Cresta%ronS_ can

be operated successfully without the condition of synchronism v = uo o

tends to suggest the inadequacy of considering the condition of synchro-

nism a,s the condition for VLF emission signal amplification.'

In view of the fact that the observation of VI_ noise bands with

the A] ouctte I Satellite made by Belrose and Barrington _ indicates that

the 'I%'Ttheory is perhaps the most hopeful among the various theories

p.'oposed for the generation mechanism of VLF emissiens, it seems desirable

to reexamine the above-mentioned condition for wave amplification. It

is therefore the purpose of the present paper to obtain and discuss the

necessary conaitions for wave amplification under most general circum-

st_unces within the framework of a one-dimensional, small-signal,

single-velocity beam theory.

II. DETERMINANTAL EQUATION

2.i Single-Beam _e_n

For a one-dimensional analysis, the quantities of interest

associated with an electron beam, such as the space-charge density p,

the electron velocity u and the convection current density J, can be
i

written as follows:

p(Z,t) = Po (z) + Pl(z't) ,,

(z) + _ (z,t)u(z,t) = U° UI
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_nd

J(z,t) _ ,, s) _ ,:J(_,t) (I)
0 t

where the subscripts o and 3, denote the time o.verage v_!_c _qld the

tim.e-varylng part of %'he QuoXltlt,V respcct.lVOly .[[_the slngle-w._iocit,y

u.ssumption is mode, the co[]vcctlon current density is glver, he tho ..

product o£ the v_.].ocit,y u _.nd th_ spn_e,ch:,,rgedongit.y p

O i

,{

::.ridunder a small-sign::,,1assumpfiJon F..q..2 vie]4s

'0 _" PO'U'O

and

+o u [4)Jl '= Pou I. _ o

When the time-varying components of the qu&ntltie_ of intcre[,t :re

(j_t-rz)
assumed to have the form e , the contlnuity equation gives

FJ : j_p (5)
.L .I. _

On the other hand, for a nonrelativistic 8nalysis Newton _s second

law of motion gives

du [zz j (6)

where q _ (e/m), the ratio of electronic chargc to mass £or :,.nc_Icctro_,

tahen as a negatlve quantity, Ez "isthe impressed fleld set up by thc

waVe_propagatlng medium: while Es is a local space-chc.rge f:cl d c.,.u,_c_.

by the bunches in the beam. Poisson's equation Is writtcn _=

00000001-TSA13
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--- (7) ]
_Z c o

;_,ndwith the :J,id of the Eq. 5 it yields

J
_ l (8)

Es jme '
o

where c is the dielectric constant of _acuumo It is not difficult to
o

see that Eq. 6 c._ube written, with the aid of Eq. 8, as

J1 I (9)u1(J_- me) = _ Ez- j_---_"

Upon elimination of Pl s.nduI from Eqs. 4, 5 and 9, the following

electronic equation is obtained:

J_Oo_ Ezj : , (lo)

i [ po_ ]o E o

which gives the value of the r-f current density in terms of the

impressed field. Equation l0 can also be convenientlywrltten in terms

of the total r-f beam cur'.'enti instead of the current density such
1

theft •

','::.',;_,,_' .__ --,- ":................ -__. ' ..-- I i "_ • " -1
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J_e _o

(JBe i

where

_e ' _P uo _ P _ o

U 2
0

_ -.AJ
Jo = _oUo ' Vo : --_ ' Io o •

and

iI = AJ , (12)1

where A is the cross-sectional area of the beam° It should be noted

that _f the _term in Eq. ll is neglected, then Eqo ll is identical

with Eq. 2.22 of Pierce I. Often, to take into account the actual field

conditions, that is 3 the fact that the fields are far from being one-

dimensional, a modified value _= R2_ is used instead of _, where R

is a space-charge reduction factor which is a function of the particular

geometry.

On the other hand, the circuit equation can be given as followsT:

pep z
E -- o c i , (13)
z -Pe)
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6

where Zc f_ the coup] ing impedunce betweer_ the drifting beam and the wave

'rod I' is the cold-circuit propagation constant,o

It should bc pointed out that Pierce treats the local Sl)_ce-ch_rge

['ie]ds as passive modes of the circuit and his space-charge term appears

in the circuit equation, His result is

r2r z ]- o c ./d i , (z_)
z (r2 - r2) mcx

0

where C is a lumped capacitance representing the effect of the passiveI

modes.

When Eq_ ii and Eq. 19 are combined, the determinantal equation

for the propagation constant is dbtained:

_] z(_0 - F2)[(J_e - F)2 + 2 = --I°e o (15)
r2r 2v

J6e o o

Pierce obtains an equation equivalent to Eq. 15 by introducing a space-

chc_rge parameter Q mud the gain parameter C defined by

IZ _ ,

C3 _ o c and Q = p e., , (]6)
4 Vo _.±%. ,

the result being

I

2cS[aroj_ e
(j8 - r)a - 4r2QC3 = o (17)

e (r_ . r_)
0

.... 00000001-TSC03
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The numerical mes.ning attached to tilep,%r;l_m',tersQ :_Ad R tins bet,l_

discussed in detail by Beck 7 cad also by Chodorow 'Lnd Sussklnd __. Sever:tl

authors l's,'l°, starting with Pierce, have treated the so[utlon o("Eq, 15.or

Eq_ 17 in the general case of a nonsynehronous beam, a sllghtiv ]o_'s.Vci,'-

cult and nonzero space charge. The method is straightforward; on._ ,_themptg

By suitable substitutions and combinations of the parameters to express

the seeular equ&tlon in the simplest form_ Numerical values :re then

inserted and the roots are extracted by a stando.rd teehnlque Th,, ,m _'_i._;

consist of compactness, freedom from unnecessary approxlmatl,sn :in(:',[_,

range of conditions studied. For example, Brewer and Birdsall I° use Lq. ]7

and Pierce's notation as the starting point in their ca]culat'on of :_

normalized propagation constant for a TWT.

It should be noted that in a BWA the electronic equs_tion i_

precisely the same as it is in a TWA so that Eq. ii is still valid. The

circuit equation is, however, different° It differs from Eq. 13 _n the

sign of the right-hand side alone. The secular equation for a BWA can be

given as

el I z
(l_o....- Fe)[(j_e _ p)e + _q = o c (18)

jB P2P "-2_V'-o'
e o

or

2CsfaPoj8 e

(J_e - F)a - 4FeQcs = (p_ _ 1_2)
o

2.___2Multibeam S,_stem

The determinantal equation for an N-beam system con be obt:qned

in the following manner. For the vth beam, fro_:_Eqs_ 4 and 5 respectively,

00000001-TSC04
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J : _ (20)4._ _Ov'II P' PlPtlOP "

_d

rJ : j_p_ . (2z)
tV lz

Upon etimination of Ply from Eqs_ 20 and 21,

U_Po vu zv
J - v = i, 2, N (28)
_v (j_-ru ) ' ....

01'

On the other hand, Eq. 6 gives

(je- PUov)Uzv : _[E z + Es] (25)

and Eq. 7 becomes

N

_--'_: 0 AT AVPlV '

where

N
%-'--'I

AT = LAv '
V=l

Av £s the cross-sectional area of the vth beam and A T is the total cross-

sectional area of the system. With the aid of Eq. 21, Eqo 24 becomes

' N

E ! Is jr..O% A T A O . (25)V IV 1
V:l

When u and E are eliminated from Eqs. 22, 23 and 25,1V S

1
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With the total r-f "bem_ current of the system, il, :,.:;

N N

Z • - A c (-_7)
il l_.v v i u

V=,L _=i

Eq, 26 gives the following electronic equation for the N-beam sNstcm

(io )
Z J_ev 2Vo--_(J_ev - r)_-

i = E v=_ , (__8)
i z g Be

i _ pv
I + _TT AV (J_ev - p)2

12=1
M

where

( ) ( ) 0ov-_ _2 - ,
_ev IiO1_ = UOV : O

U2

Jo12 = POp'Or _ o12 -dl] O_ V O'_
V = _ and I = -A J o (29)

On the other hand, from Eq. 13 the r-f current of the vth beam can be

written as

(r_o-r_)
i_v lap z Ez , (5o)

o cv
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where Z denotes the coupling impedonce between the;circuit and the
CV

r_vth be,,m.

Substituting Eq. 30 into Eq. 27 yield_ the circuit equation

= Ez - ro ' (31)
where

N

! = Z _-- " (32)ZT Zcv
V--l

By combining Eqs. 28 and 31_ the desired determinantal equation is obtained:

lov _ ZT

- • (33)
N 2

Per 1 Z _pv
o 1 +_ Av (J_ev" p)2V=l

It is of interest to observe that for an intermingled N-beam system, in

which all beams have the identical cross-sectional area A (i.e., AT = Av =

A for v - l, 2 ... N), Eq. 24 becomes

N

_z O_v

and Eq_ 33 becomes

00000001-TSC07
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[',DV "\_T_ Jl3c,_' 2V J _'T
\, OV "

(r_ .r_) /2_ -r)_
o v=_ (J_ev _.- ('_5)

° XI + .... 9v

v=_ (JOev " I")2

Furthermore, for a single-beam system (i,e.., N = l) Eq. 55 ls reduced t.o

Eqo 15,

Illo THE NECESSARY CONDITIONS FOR WAVE AMPLIFICATION

3ol The Determination of the Re6ion of Possible Amplification

It is convenient to define the follow_ng propagation constants

P = jk and Po = Jko (56)

so that Eqs° 15 and 18 can be combined into the following equation

IZ

Sq o c [_kke] (37)(k2 -k2o)[- (k-_e)2.I = ±2V e o '
0

where the upper sign refers to a TWA and the lower sign refers to a BWA.

It should be observed that Eqo 37 is a fourth-degree algebraic equation

in k and thus has four roots° Thus this fact indicates the possibillty of

four modes of propagation for the system. For excmple_ in the case of

a negligibly small coupling (ioe., Z = O) the roots of Eqo 37 arc
C

k = ± k° and k = (_e±Bq) which are the propagation constants of the two

circuit waves and those of the two space-charge waves associated with

the electron beam, respectively. Furthermore Eq _7 can bc written [n

the following norm;.lized form:

'2;-_. _;::=]-=_a_............ ,..............

00000001-TSC08
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-i2+

:,.rid

I Z
-g = °-----.2-c (59)
B 2V +

O

S1m!larl.y Eq. 55 can be expressed in terms of k and k o. Then Eq, 55, beung

_ (2N+3)th-degrce algebraic equation in k+, has (2N+2) roots+ Once the

v%rious p_rameters of the system are specified, these roots can be obtair,ed

in principle. However, it is easily visualized that the solution of Eq+ 55

becomes more complex as N increases, and it is not considered In the

present investigation. Attention is directed toward the study of a slngle+

begun system in the present discussion. When the losses of the circuit are

negligible, kO is real and can be written as _c = (_/Vo) with Vo being the

phase velocity of the unperturbed circuit wave. Consequently Eq° 39

becomes

, B = , _ = _ B = ( e)B ,< o
and

IoZc < Vo )g - 2v° =
I

in which the normalized propagation parameter X is generally complex, while

the velocity parameter B, the frequency parameter _ and the coupling

pn_'_teter g _re real. Furthermore, these parameters are related to the

conveniently defined parameters (C,QC,b) in the TWT theory' as follows_

. m ....
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0

and

i _-Cb

For [_.given set of parameter val,Je,__, Eq 38 can be solved aigebralcallV

for the propagation paramet,er X, which ir general may _c compl_tx. [I

should be noted that when X is complex, say X. - (p+,]a), the w:_ve fun<'t._,._rl

e (jc_t-Fz) f.akes the form,

e (jet..pz) J (mt"'X_cZ) aScZ j (et-PBcZ)= e = e e , ()12)

which represents a nonuniform propagating wave provided that a and p are

different from zero, Furthermore, since Eqo 38 is a quartic, equation in

X, if i.thas a complex root, X = (p+ja), then _* - (p-Ja) midst also L.e :_

root. In other words, the complex roots of Eq. 58 must. appear as a com-

plex conjugate pair_ Consequently the conditlon that the prop_tmor_

parameter X becomes complex can be regarded as the necessar% condition

for wave ampliflcation_ Thus the problem becomes the determination ,.f

the proper combination of values of the parameters B, _ and g for which

Eqo 38 has at leas_____ton____ea_ of _ conjuga.te roots. Th_s region _-_

referred to as the "permitted" region for wave ampl_fiicatlon, defined _n

the system parameter space (B_2.,g), The problem can also be considered

equivalently as that of the determinat'_on of the proper combination ,_i"the

parameters B, _ and g for which Eq. _8 has fo,]r real roots, which is

referred to as the "forbidden" region for wave _,pl_f_cation,. It _s of'

O0000001-TSCIO



: g (4_)
H(x) (x_ - i) '

_(x) - -(x- B)2 + (n2_ g) (44)

'_nd

_(x) = (x- B)2 - (_'_+ g) , (45)

where l{j_, g and x are real. When these functions are plotted against

x in _ re:_i x-y plane 3 they represent a composite cur,_e with four branches

(see F_g. i), a parabola opening downwardly with its vertex located at the

point [B,(_e_g)] and a parabola opening upwardly with its vertex at the

point [B,-(fla+g)], respectively (see Fig. 2). Since the real roots of

Eqo 58 satisfy the relationships

H(x) : F(x) for TWA (46)

_nd

H(x) : G(x) for BWA , (47)

when these curves are plotted on the same x-y plane, the x-coordinates of

the intersection points of the H-curve wi_h the F-curve and with the G-

curve give the real roots of Eq. 38 for a TWA and for a BWA respectively.

Moreover the number of these intersection points provides some useful

information. For example, for a given set of values of the parameters i

,_, B _md fl, if the number of intersections of the H-curve with the

F-out're, n, or with the G-curve, 2, is four, then it indicates that there

are four real distinct roots for Eq. 38. If n = 3 or _ = 5 is observed,

this implies that there are four real roots, two of which are equal, i.eo,

,,@_ . .... _ _ ..... - .... • ....... ! mm i i ! m .....
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tiGe oqu:'.] r,).)ts ' i'e l'O!;,'r,-:,:.r._ (:d L':id tile _:'r,L'.(_nt p._)lrlL_ ,)_ t llc tt-_ t_i'vo _.;tlii

the F-e,_rve or w__tti the G-c_rve _se_: tang, :',). Ol, the other' n'uld 11' _; _ 1'

iS observed, t_en there are two possib_l_tLe_, :,_nely th:it Eq. 58 hr_s a.

palr of complex eorJjugate rocts arid two 'real distinct roots or it hn'.';two

parrs of real equal ro<_ts, which is a specla[ c_se of n _ _.. llowevei',

there is no difficulty in distingulshlng them by the gr_,:pDicn..l,method.

When i = 2 is observed it implies that Eq., 38 for _%BWA has :_pa,lr of

complex conjugate roots and two real distinct rogts, n "-"0 or rl-: L

corre_ponas to the cases when Eq, 58 has no real ro(>r,or a palr of re:_l,eq,,aJ

roots with a pair of complex conjugate ro,.is, respectlvely_ Consequently

it can be said that Eq, 58 has at least one pair of complex con,jugate

roots if _ < 5 for the case of a BWA or if n < 5 for the case of a TWA,

provided that n = 2 does not correspond to the case of two tangent polnts

between the H-curve and the F-curve,

It should be observed that if g is specifled, then the H-curve is

fixed and the parabolas can be shifted in position to any place in the

x-y plane by varying the value of B or _ without changlng the shape or

orientation. Therefore a change in location and in the number of inter-

section points of these curves can be easily observed. For example, for

a given set of values of g and B, a change in n or i with a change in the

value of _ can be observed. Since the F-curve or the G-curve move

vertically (joe,,, parallel to the y.-axis) as _ varies, the distribution of

the intersection polnts changes accordingly (see Fifo h). On the other

hand, for a given set of values of g and _., the change in n or _ w_th the

change in B c_n be investigated since the F-carve or the G-curve move

horizontally (i.e.., p_rallel to the x-axis) as B varles (see Fig. 5).

Therefore the ranges of value_ of _ or B for a given value o_ g, Eor which

Eq, ._8 has at least one pair of complex Conjugate 9oot._.,cs/1be qulc}:i,,
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determlned- TDe res,_,ts t_:.s o£talned are illust,rau:d ::nd shown In ["]f.s

6 and 7 for the cases of a _Z4A a_Id a BWA respectIvel W , In these ['16L,rc_,

the shaded reglon represents _ 'fort_dden" regzon for wave amp] l.Dic:_t1,_h.

while the unshaded reg,.on represents the "permitted" region Vor w:we

amplification_ The Doundarles between these two regions correspor,d to

the situations n = 3 or _ = 5 which represent the ca_es where the P.c,,rve

or the G°curve is tangent to one of the t,r_nehes of the H-curve. The

F -curve_ wlth m = I, 9, j 'md 4, represents the proper comblnation of
m

B, _ 6uqd g for which the F-curw_ is tangent to t_e H -branch, where_',._,l.h__
m

G -curve, with m = i and 2, represents that for whlch the G-cqrve is t:Ln_:.ent
m

to the H -branch. It should be noted that the points labeled with K,
m

L and M in Fig_ 6 represent Zhe conditions of two tangent polnts between

the F-curve and the H-curve which correspond to the case where Eq, 58

for a TWA has two pairs of real equal roots (see Fig° 8)_

When the coordinates of the points K, L, M, F and Q In the B-_

plane (i.e,, g = constant) are denoted by 'Bk,ek), (O,nL), (O,nM),

(_,0) and (BQ, O) respectively, the "permltted" region for wave amplifica-

tion can be described in the following manner.

For a TWA.

If g and B are given and if Bp < Bk, then

F < _ < F for 0 < B < B ,
2 4 - P

0 < fl < F fo_ B < B < Bk
P

4 P -

0 < _ < F z and F < _ < F for Bk < Bs 4 -

and if Bk < Bp, then

F < _ < F _o_ 0 < B < Bk 2
2_ 4 --
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FIG. 6a "FORBIDDEN"AND "PERMITTED"REGIONS OF WAVE AMPLIFICATION

FOR A TWA WIT_ g = O.l IN THE B-_ PLANE.
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FIG. 6b '_ORBIDDEN"AND "PERMITTED"REGIONS OF WAVE AMPLIFICATIOR

IN THE B-_° PLANEWITH g = 0.i AND _o = (atJ_)-
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["_, < _ _ _'l _,._d F3 < fl < F4 £or Bk _< B < BD

:J.rl_J

0 < 2 < F and F < 2 < F for B < B o (48)
1 3 4 P --

On the other hand, if g and _ are given, then

F < B < F for 0 < g < _L2 1

for _L < _ < Gk '0 < B < F I

0 < B < F for _k < _ < _M3

tLnd

F < B < F for _M < n . (49)4 3

For a BWA.

If g and B are given, then

0 < _ < G for 0 < B < B^
2

G < _ < G for B^ < B • (50)

On the other hand, if g and _ are given, then

G < B < G for 0 < _ . (51)
2 i --

Th___eBoundaries of the "Forbidden" Region in the B-G_l_Space

When n = 5 or _ = _, Eq. 58 can be expressed in the following

form: i

(x- o)_(x- a)(x-b) - o , (52)

where a_ b and c are real. On the other hand, Eq. 38 can also be

written as

O0000001-TSD11



F(x) m x4 - ,'_'l:::a . I _ ,, ,. .Q.... :2)! × , "",_!,:, ,. (_:" - Ic-! ,_

_b-!,I

where go -g _'or a TWA and go lg ['or a BWA,

Expanding Eq, 59 and i,hencomparing it wLt,h gq. ')'_,_:ivc-;

(a + b) + 20 =: 2B , ('fl,)

' e2 + 2c(a 4 b) + ab _: -[1 4-go + (ae _ Be)] ., ('/;5"_t

From Eqs. 54 and 56 it follows that

(1 +e e) (a +b) +2c(1 + at) = o _5_)

and from Eqs. 55 and 57,

2_-(a + b) + (z + c_-) (t + ab) _, -G " (501

If Eqs. 58 and 59 are solved simultaneously, a and b can be expressed ia

terms of c as follows.

cg
o = -- +- (60)

b eg° _ 4-_ (61

_here

D = -E- + i + 'Z" (1 + ea) (6_)

and

A :: (_. - ca) 2 . (65,
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It zhould be obserw_d !.h...t'Lur_ BWA_ D "_ 0 since go > 0., n.nd a and b

h:.,.vc_n oDposite o.lgcbraic slgn, i.e., if a > 0 then b < 0 or if a < 0

then b > O° On the other h_md, for a TWA, since go < 0., it is possible

th:J,tD becomes zero, in which case a becomes equal to b, which leads to

n = 2j a special case of n = .5which has been discussed previously.

Since c is a root of Eq. 55 [i.e°, P(c) = 0]_

04 - _c_ - [l + go + (n2 __)]c2 + 2_0+ (n2 - _2) : o (64)

:u_d at the same time since c is also the equal roots of Eq. 53,

(dP/dX)x=c : O,i.e.,

2c3- 3B02- []" + go + (n2- _)]_ + _ = 0 . (65)

Thus c must satisfy Eqs. 64 and 65 simultaneously. When Eqo 65 is multi-

plied by a factor (c/2) and is then subtracted from Eqo 64, the result is

Bes + [i + go + (_2 _ Ba)]c a -..SBe - 2(n 2 - B2) = 0 • (66)

It should be noted that the set of Eqs. 65 and 66 is equivalent to the

set of Eqs. 64 and 65. Furthermore it is not difficult to show that Eqo

66 can also be derived from Eqs. 54, 55_ 56 and 57. When the terms

containing cs are eliminated from Eqs. 65 and 66,

ca + Pc : 0 (67)P2 0 - PZ Co '

which in turn gives I

: p_ _4p_- 4pop2 (68)
o 2pe

4

whe r e

!
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. r, I _]
,, : L I,B_ ._-_] ,

0

;1 = f(L * 5) - (%
_nd

P2 = [(B2 + 2) + 2(g ° + n2)] ((',_._)

, -- The double signs appearing in Eq. 68 must be chosen so that for .igiven

set of values of Bj _ and g., co, obtained from Eq, 68_ must satisfy

Eq. 64.

Substituting co, given by Eq. 68, into Eq. 65 yields an equation

relating the parameters g., B and 2 in such a way that n = 5 or _ = 5.

Thus Eq. 65 with the aid of Eqs° 68 and 69 can be regarded n.sthe equat.lon

of the boundary surfaces of the "forbidden" region for wave amplific_.tion

in the B-_-g space. It is not difficult to verify that if a given set oF

values of the parameters B, G and g can be representcd by a point on the

F -curve or on the G -curve# as shown respectively in Fig. 6 or Fig. 7,m m

then the value of Co, given by Eq. 68 with the aid of Eq. 69, does s.ti_i.'y

Eqo 65. Furthermore it should be observed that for a given v.'II_(_ of _

omd B there are three values of _2 which satisfy Eq_ 65. When . -_o:.'..iI._v,'

angular frequency _ is consldered, _ must be taken as a positive quontity.

The number of real positive 2 which satisfy Eq. 65 depends upon the ronges

in which the given B lies. For example, as shown in Fig. 6 for the case

of Bp < Bk < BI there are three positive _ which correspond to those

values of _ given by the Fl-, F - and F -curves.S 4
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[_,', DIS('USSION OF _SULT$

The "forbiddei1" region for wave amplific_tlon in the B-flplane for

dil'fcl'entwdues of the parameter g is shown in Fig. 9 for a TWA and in

Fig. lO for & BWA respectively. Tt should be observed that as the value

of g decreases the "permitted" region for wave ampliflc_tion decreases

accordingly. As g -, O, the F -curve approaches the F -cuv-,'eand the F -
4 3 2

curve a.pproaches the F -curve. Thus the "permitted" region disappears.l

Simil:trly the G -curve approaches the G -curve as g -. O. This is obvious
2 1

from Eq. 38, becouse when g = 0 there are always four real distinct roots

since a loss]ess circuit is being considered°

Figure 9 shows that in the case of a TWA, for 3iven values of g

_md B, there is a range or ranges of valses of _l over which wave amplifi.-

cation is possible. For B < Bk3 there is only one such range, while if

B _> Bk, two suchra2_ges of $I are observed. It. should be noted that with

equal to B(__/_), if the average electron-charge density P is _ssumed too

be uniform over the electron beam, then _ is fixed and since B is glven,
P

for a range of _ there corresponds a band of angular frequency m.

Consequently the above observation suggests that for B < Bk there is only

one frequency bmud, while for B _> Bk there are two frequency bands over

which the wave can be amplified. On the other hand, in the case of a BWA

Fig. lO shows that there is only one frequency band over which wave ampli-

fication is _ossible. Furthermore the widths of these amplification bands

decrease with a decrease in the value of g. I_ is of interest to note

that the "permitted" and "forbld_lell:'regions for wave amplification can also
g

be given in the B-£ -g space, as shown in Fig. 6b.o

For a typical laboratory TWT, under normal operating conditions the

valtle of B is near unity al_dthe values ef _o = (_) and C are beth much

," -30-
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FIG. 9 '_ORBI/IDEN"AND "PERMITTED" REGIONS OF WAVE AMPLIFICATION

FOR A TWA WITH g AS A PARAMETER,
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smaller thn/q u/llty so _hu1 i:= , ;-'.-:<_ :;:,._ << '_ l i; :. ...;._ , ...

that the polnt representlng this Op,'ct_[11l{_ ':.aI*,_iI',,I)LLc:|L bc ',oc: I,,,i II. '_.,

"permitted" region in the B-f_-g spn._e _e g_, see Fig. 6:,')o," in the B._I -p.0

spP,.ce(e,g., see Fig, 6b)., Thus for the analys_s of n ],_bor_,t,or,v TWA, 1,h:,t

portion of the "permitted" region which Is below the F -curve, :_,sshown Ii_

Figs° 6a or 6b is of prlm&ry interest° On the other head, for the :n:: '_i._,

of the traveling-wave-amplification process as a natural phenomenon on..

will, in general, be in6eres_ted in that portion of t_e "permtted:' region

between the F -cumvc and the F -curve Which is refer_ed to as tlm l_i-rcglon,
3 4

as well as in the portion below the Fi-curve which is referre_ to as the i_I •

regi)n, since the physical environment in nature can not be e_tsl]y con-

trolled and the values of _ and B ma_ be arbi_rar._. In _iew of the fact
o

that various experimental ionospheric observations tend to indicate t_t

the value of (_/_) is usually of the order of unity or much greater, for

example, in the case of VLF emission, the Ru-region should be of more

interest than the _-regiono

It is not difficult also to compare the effectiveness of the

amplification process which can take place in the EL" and Ru-regions by

comparing the values of the imaginary part of the complex normalized

propagation parameter _ = (p+ja) where p and a are the phase and ._mplIt.J(]_

factors respectively. As an illustration, plots of the real part Pm and

the imaginary part am of the complex propagation parameter Xm for the

system, with m = 1,2,3 and 4, against _ with g = 0°i are shown _n F_gz

lla, llb and llc for the cases of B = 0°% 1.0 and io5 respectively It

should be noted that there are two ranges of _; one lies below _und the

other lies above g = 1,O over which the amplifxeat_on of _ w_ve _ pos_i0;_:o

Furthermore it is of interest to observe that for the r_mge _ < B (_ e .

_oJ¢0 < l) Eq° 38 has three roots with a positive real part and one ro_t
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FIG. llb PLOT OF pts AND a's VS. _.AT B = 1,0 WITH g = 0.1,
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Wroth __n_%_v_ re'il Tmrt._ ....r:ieh impl_o_" Ti_'I* the s.y_t,,nl m:LV t_i,pporl ,)_L,

backwmrd-&nd t_iree forw&md,prop&g_tmng wave_ On the obhor h:ul.d, For I rL,,

range Q > B (l.eo, COp_>o_) Eq _8 h:Ls two ro,.,ts with po_ttlve re:l[ p:_rt._

&nd two roots with neg__t_-ive_re_al p_rt_, wh!eh su_.e,_t_ th:tt the _ystem c-:,_

support two forward- and two baekward.pr;_pa£j_ting w:_ve_ However wl_en

= B (i.e.,, _ : m), regardless of the vaiue ,ofg, X = 0 is one of t_l_
P

roots of Eq. 58, Consequently %here are only _hrec !)_'._ly_{_.:,.t,n_w:,ves _n

the system. The nlaxlmum v0.1ues of' t,hc a_nplLtude f_tc,,or:_vs B w,t_ p :,_,

_;par_uneter are sDown in Figs, 12a and 19b for the _I" _nd RU-r_L,;lon:_oI'

the "permitted" region respectively, The v0.].,,eso[' t.n_.T#]a_c g:_cLor p

cor_espon.dlng to the mm,xlmum a vs,. B with g as & parameter _re shown i,_

Figs° 13a and l.Sb for the "permitted" RL- ant Bu-regions respcct lw,]y.

The maxlmum value of a vs, the coupling parometer g w_th B o.s a par_umeter

is shown in Figs. l_a and l_b for the RL- and Ru-regmons respectively The

comparison of Figs. 12a and iRb shows that for a given value of g the

amplification process is more effective in the EL-region t_an in the _I"

region° The compamison of Figs., l&a and lhb suggests the sin.me To snow

this fact more cleamly the ratio of the maximum va_e of _he ampl_tude

factor a in the _-region to the maximum value of the _mpl_tude factor aS

in the RL- legion (i.e_, max as�max aL) is plotteg against B for a _ven

va/ue of g and is she%no in Fig_ 12c. It should be observed that this

ratio is less ths_n unity and i_ decreases as B mncreases, For ex:m_p[e,

for g = 0o01 at B = l, max _i is approximately flve tlmes grea_er th'_.n

max a , while at B = 0,_ max _ is approximately twice as great a_ max :,.

On. the other hand, Fig. 14c, which is obtained by combining Flgs ]h:,,.'.,.rid

14b,. shows the variation of the ratio (max as/max a_) for a f_xed v;,.lu_,,_£

B.. This fig_/re su_ests _ain that wave _mpi_f_ca_]o_ ...._oald he mor'q

effectlve in the _-reglon than in the E_;-reg_ono It sho,lld &lco be noto;J

L
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FIG. 14& PLOT OF THE Y3XIM[JMVALUE OF THE AMPLITUDEFACTOR a

i/8.g IN THE "PERMI2TED"RL-REGIONWITH 3 AS A

PARAE_ER.
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FIG. 14b PLOT OF THE MAXXI,Y_-(VALUE OF THE AMPLITUDE FACTOR a
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FIG. 14c PLOT OF (max a/max %) VS. g WITH B AS A PARAMETER.3

max a_ AND max a DENOTE THE MAXIMUM VALUES OF THE
1 8

AMPLITUDE FACTOR IN THE "PERMITTED" RL- AND Ru-REGIONS

P_PECTIVELY.
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t,hu.t nir, r._-. the ¢oupi_:,i, _,:,/r':J.rrl,..,ser _t _. ,k,f].ned _:y' o. f:.ctor (2.'.':-_B) for a

E1 vc:n wJ.lue of B, Fig. iJIc car: ca_ily _,_",_sed to ._,Ltair_the plot of tbe

ratio (max a/m:J.x. :,.i) v::. c'o ]t is of interest, to ,Jtserve that Flgso 1.5_

',.nf]J')b.:_u_,;;_-'_t,.._-,, 1.hat in the 'permitted" _-.region the ampllfied wave is a

Forw'i.rd-prop:.,_at_ng one '._nce p .> O, whereas in the "permitted" _j-.re_io_.

l,h,,_.unp]ified wave is a backward-propagating one since p < 0,. Furthermore

s±t,cc p-_ (Vo/Vph) where Vph is the phase velocity of the 8zLplified wave

and v is the phase velocity of the cold-circuit wave, _'±8- 13b _aggests
o

1,}_:Ltit, the "permltted" _j-region the amplified wave is propagating a_ a

:_peed faster than that of the cold-circuit wave, Figure 15a shows the

relationship between B and _l for a given value of g which gives the maxim_im

value of the amplitude factor a in the "permltted:' _-regiono it should "Le

noted that for B = O: regardless of the value of g., the amplltude factor a

has its maximum value at _ _- I. Furthermore_ for B > 0.4 with a given

value of g4 in order to obtain the maximum value for a, _ must depend

linearly upon B, For example, for g _ 0.I this linear relationship can be

expressed approximately as _ = (B+I). On the other hand, since _ = _ B =o

e

(mp/a0B, this relatlonship can also be given hy [(%/_)-.I]B = io When it

is plotted in the B-_ ° plane it forms a hyperbola as shown in Fig° 15[- T_ -

Figure suggests that for given values of g and B., in orde_ to maintaln the

factor a in the Ru-r_gion, the val[le of (c3/_) must "De
maximum nmp] itude

<%/properly chosen, e._._., for g = 0,i and B = i, m) mast be equal to two.

Furthermore for a given value of g, if B is decreased, then the gain param-

_ncreased and to maintain the maxim, nn amp]_ficat_on (_/'e) m,_s_..etcr ¢ Ls

be increased accordlng]y_ which is reasonabl _°

&

The plots of p and a against B of the Complex conjagate pair

propagat._on patterer for D = 0.025 with g as parameter are shown I_} _tg_

16 T}_is F[._ure suggests that an increase in %.he _ah_e of g has a

J
,_ ........... _ -- _ _ LI I
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FIG. 16 PLOT QF ]_'sAND s_s VS. B AT fl= 0.025 FOR THE COMPLEX

CONJUGATE PAIR OF PROPAGATION PARAMETERS WITH g AS A

PARAMETER.
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,'orl:',i(J,,r';J,bl¢. _,l'f'_._'! r)_ ,_ ;._.q_,l _l.,_;] _, J'acL,.,P :L, t,'_t Orlly has :L /TllnOl" effect

or, 1.h,. _,h:_.,'-;cf'a-.t.or p of' the ::_mp]ilh(_._1 wave. '_

Fin;Jilt the plots of' p a_id a vs. B for g = 0.L at _ -"0.025 which

_:;in th_a [<l.-regior!, and at Q = 2_0 whlc_ i_ jn the _3-region are shown

Jn _'igs. ]7a and lTb respectively. The observation of these figures

.qugg_st.sthat the _np]li'ying range of value of" B is much narrower in the

}_[-rt,gionj than in the _-regJon.

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In the present paper the "forbidden _'aad "permitted _'reglon$ It.

the B-_-g space for wave ampll¢ieation are determined by examining the

real roots of the determinantal equation of the s_stem. The "permitted"

region thus obtained represents all possible combinations of the system

parameters B, Q and g under which the amplification of a wave is possible.

The conditions given by the inequalities (48) through (51), therefore, can

be regarded as the necessary conditions for wave amplification. However

it should be pointed o_t that these conditions are only the necessary

conditions but not the necessary and sufficient conditions becaus __ the

existence of a pair of complex conjugate roots of the determinantal equa-

tion merely implies the possibility of amplification and attenuation of

the wave in the system. In order to know whether or not the resultant

electromagnetic wave in the system will be amplified, the way in which the

wave is excited and the boundary conditlons which are to be imposed must
I

be known.

The result of the present invest_gat%on indicates th_ wave ampli-

f_¢'at_on is possible even if the value of _o = ((op/_) is not small compared

with unity, provided that the value of B is _n the proper range, which !

...................... _ rE,
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FIG. 17a PLOT 0Fp'sARD &_s VS. B AT _ = 0.02_ FOR g = 0.1.
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depends upon the val,_e ,,t _ pa.v:u',_,,t,._' _ 'l'hL_ it tend" to _ ,_:_'.,'st t l,,,

Tt should., however, be poir.,ted out that the _.?nchror_,z..,a condlt.lorl l_ _ I

does not automat.ieall.y lmpl_ wave ampll£zcation as is ll]_ust._':_.t,,_.l i,_

Fig. 9.. In ordel, to h.ave wave amplification the vs.]_e of _ must _l..]s,. I_(,

in the proper range. For example, the poir_t zn tt, e B.-._-g space wh_e_

represents the operating condition B = 1, _ << 1 _tnd g = O ] ]les wi_t-_r,

the "permitted" region, while that representing the condition B _ _],

>> I and g = O_l lies in the _'for_dlen" re_.lon where w:_ve :_mp]ifi_':_%,_,__n

is not possible_
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